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Time Required: 30 Minutes

Activity:

1. Set up students to watch the video with the intent to answer the questions at the top of the 
worksheet.

2. Students watch the video.

3. Highlight the elements of the Decision Frame (Purpose, Perspective, Scope) that are relevant 
for the activity and set students up to understand the graphic organizer for Antwon’s decision. 

4. The table/organizer is built around Values (what you want/don’t want) and three Frames: 
Having Fun with Friends, Getting Better at Football, and Getting the Best Education.

5. Create student groups that can focus on completing one of the three decision Frames.

6. Once each group has completed their frame in the organizer, they present out to class at large.

Lecture:

Framing is clarifying the situation we’re going to solve. By “situation”, we mean the problem or 
opportunity that gives rise to the need to make a decision. 

What is it that we are deciding? What is it not? What will we take as given?  What goals do we wish 
to achieve? Getting a great answer to a poorly framed problem or opportunity is useless. Framing is 
like having a camera with a zoom lens to move in or out in perspective.

Purpose - What kind of picture do I want?

Perspective - From where do I want to take the picture?

Scope - What do I want to include in the picture? 

Example: I feel that I need more money and I want to address the problem. A way to approach this: 
How can I earn the money? How do I get it out of my parents? Maybe I don’t really need it?

Debrief: 

Do you think that Antwon would have made this decision on his own?

What was the impact on his life?

Why do you think he made this video? What was he trying to communicate to you?

Lesson Plan
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Frame: Purpose, Perspective, Scope

How old was Antwon when he faced this decision?  

What were all the things Antwon was doing at the time?

What helped Antwon shift his frame? 

Answer the questions below. 

Carefully consider the video. Do your best to complete the graphic organizer below to help 
Antwon.  Consider the perspective and scope as scales of degree. Use the completed example 
about education as a guide for completing the sections on football and friends. 

What should he do? 

Get his best education?

Purpose Perspective Scope Want

Don’t Want

Worksheet
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What should he do? 

Be his best in football?

Purpose Perspective Scope Want

Don’t Want

What should he do? 

Have fun with his friends?

Purpose Perspective Scope Want

Don’t Want

Frame: Purpose, Perspective, Scope

Worksheet
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How old was Antwon when he faced this decision?  12 years old

What were all the things Antwon was doing at the time?

Hanging out with his friends, getting in trouble

What helped Antwon shift his frame? 

Gary Riekes and others helping him to analyze his decision

Answer the questions below. 

Carefully consider the video. Do your best to complete the graphic organizer below to help 
Antwon.  Consider the perspective and scope as scales of degree. Use the completed example 
about education as a guide for completing the sections on football and friends. 

What should he do? 

Get his best education?

Purpose

Get best possible 
education

Life prospects

Perspective

Longer term

School / intellectual 
capacity

Overcome challenges

Scope

In high school

College

Next year

Want

Good grades and 
learning

Best college

Make family happy

Don’t Want

To spend a lot of time 
working hard on 

academics → 
minimization of effort

Answer Key
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What should he do? 

Be his best in football?

Purpose Perspective Scope Want

Don’t Want

What should he do? 

Have fun with his friends?

Purpose Perspective Scope Want

Don’t Want

Best in football
Be in NFL

Medium term
Sports / physical

This workout
This season
This summer

To be faster, stronger
To have better position
To have better coach 
or team

Less time
Less money
To get injured

Fun with friends
Short-term
His own perspective

His friends’ 
perspectives

What to do this 
weekend / today

To have fun
The excitement
To make friends happy

To spend too much 
money or get in 
trouble

Frame: Purpose, Perspective, Scope

Answer Key



Time Required: 20 Minutes

Objectives - Students will recognize they can:

• Interpret a complex decision tree

• Reason through the math of a tree when provided

• Calculate complex joint probabilities

• Use decision trees for understanding important and difficult decisions that have 
uncertainty

Activity:

Consider Antwon’s story as you walk the students through the decision tree and help them 
fill in the numbers and understand the calculations.

What is a key piece of information? Walk the students through the tree that calculates the 
probability of playing in the NFL, given that someone plays in high school - how high is that 
probability? Not high at all, less than 1/1000.

Do you think that Antwon was aware of this? Do you think that he might have faced some 
decision traps? Which ones? How do you think making the calculations helps?

Now that we know this probability, we can use it in the decision tree. What numbers are 
missing? and which numbers go where?

Notice that once we have filled in the numbers, we can make a calculation.

What does the decision tree say Antwon should do?

What did Antwon do? Was that an easy choice?

This is advanced thinking that many adults couldn’t do, and now you have a start.

Debrief: 

Do you think that Antwon would have made this decision on his own?

What was the impact on his life?

Why do you think he made this video? What was he trying to communicate to you?

Lesson Plan Assisting Antwon

Information: Decision Tree
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According to the NCAA, about one in 17, or 5.8 percent, of high school seniors playing football play in 
college. About one in 50, or 2.0 percent, of NCAA senior players are drafted by an NFL team.

What is the probability that Antwon would make it based on the NCAA probabilities?

Assisting Antwon
Information: Decision Tree

Worksheet
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What does the analysis 
suggest Antwon 
should do?



According to the NCAA, about one in 17, or 5.8 percent, of high school seniors playing football play in 
college. About one in 50, or 2.0 percent, of NCAA senior players are drafted by an NFL team.

What is the probability that Antwon would make it based on the NCAA probabilities?

What does the analysis 
suggest Antwon 
should do? Boarding 
School

Assisting Antwon
Information: Decision Tree

Answer Key
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Less than 1%

5.6%
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Answer Key



We’d love to hear your feedback!


